Community-level regulation of temporal trends in biodiversity
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Many theoretical models of community dynamics predict that species richness (S) and total abundance (N) are regulated in their temporal fluctuations. We present novel evidence for widespread regulation of biodiversity. For 59 plant and animal assemblages from around the globe monitored annually for a decade or more, the majority exhibited regulated fluctuations compared to the null hypothesis of an unconstrained random walk. However, there was little evidence for statistical artifacts, regulation driven by correlations with average annual temperature, or local-scale compensatory fluctuations in S or N. In the absence of major environmental perturbations, such as urbanization or cropland transformation, species richness and abundance may be buffered and exhibit some resilience in their temporal trajectories. These results suggest that regulatory processes are occurring despite unprecedented environmental change, highlighting the need for community-level assessment of biodiversity trends, as well as extensions of existing theory to address open source pools and shifting environmental conditions.

RESULTS
In more than 90% of the communities analyzed, the pattern was in the direction of a regulated trajectory (z scores less than 0). By the P < 0.05 criterion, 55% of the species richness time series and 54% of the total abundance trajectories showed evidence of a stationary time series with a constant variance (Fig. 1 and tables S1 to S3). There was a significant correlation between the z scores for abundance and the z scores for species richness (r = 0.68, P < 0.001); Communities that showed strong regulation in species richness also tended to show strong regulation in total abundance. These results indicated a pattern of regulated temporal fluctuations. The vertical black zero line, which indicates a tail probability of 0.50, is highlighted for comparison.

INTRODUCTION
Life is regulated at many levels: from elemental composition within cells, to physiological homeostasis within individuals, to constraints on population growth (1) and per-capita demographic rates (2). These lower-level regulatory processes may even contribute to emergent properties of stability, feedback loops, and resilience at the organizational scale of food webs and ecosystems (3–5). But are entire ecological communities also regulated? Community-level regulation (6–8) is important because it may dampen biodiversity fluctuations in the face of environmental change (9) and may cause species richness (S) or total abundance (N) to return toward a central level following a strong perturbation. Thus, understanding the prevalence of community regulation is critical for monitoring and interpreting biodiversity change in the Anthropocene. Here, we use a global survey of communities to show, for the first time, that community-level regulation is surprisingly common for both species richness and total abundance.

We use a broad statistical definition of regulation, which is that a regulated community exhibits a constant mean and variance in N or S with an autocorrelation function that decays quickly to 0 (10). We test for this pattern with the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test (11), in which the null hypothesis is an unconstrained random walk that leads to a nonconstant variance in a time series. This test is widely used for time series analysis of econometric data (12). Rejecting the ADF test means that the time series is centered on a long-term mean (or a long-term trend line) and will return toward it if displaced, rather than drifting freely. We analyzed with the ADF test 59 high-quality data sets from across the globe in which multispecies communities of plants and animals have been monitored for 10 or more years with standardized census methods (see Materials and Methods).
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Fig. 1. Regulated and unregulated time series of species richness and total abundance. Histograms of statistically significant (dark hue) and nonsignificant (light hue) ADF test results for species richness (top) and total abundance (bottom) of 59 monitored assemblages. Individual P values for each assemblage were converted to standardized deviates for plotting on a continuous scale. Standardized effect sizes (SES) of less than −2.0 are statistically significant at P < 0.05 and indicated a pattern of regulated temporal fluctuations. The vertical black zero line, which indicates a tail probability of 0.50, is highlighted for comparison.
Box 1. Definitions.

**ADF test.** A statistical test for detecting regulation in a time series of observations (11). The test fits an autoregressive (AR) time series model with a lag of one time step (AR1) to a data series. The coefficient $\phi$ in the AR1 model reflects the degree of regulation. The extreme cases are $\phi = 0$, which represents a white noise (Gaussian) distribution that shows strong regulation following a perturbation, and $\phi = 1$, which represents an unregulated random walk that does not recover or return to a central value following a perturbation. The ADF test estimates the probability that the fitted value of $|\phi| < 1$, which corresponds to a regulated process. The null hypothesis is that the time series represents a random walk with $\phi = 1$.

**AR time series model.** A statistical model for a variable (such as abundance or species richness) that changes through time. In any AR model, the system has a “memory” so that current fluctuations are mathematically dependent on all previous values, although the strength of the effect diminishes as two observations are separated further in time. The behavior of an AR model depends on the parameter $\phi$. If $\phi = 1$, the system is completely dominated by the value it had at the last time step, corresponding to an unregulated random walk. If $\phi = 0$, the system is unaffected by past values and will return sharply toward its equilibrium level in the next time step (white noise distribution). In between these extremes, an AR1 process will “remember” previous values and display a tendency to return to a central value whenever it is perturbed, but the degree of regulation is weaker as $\phi$ approaches 1.

**Beta diversity.** A measure of the degree to which species composition differs among sites or within a site among times. Pairwise beta diversity is quantified by the number of shared and unique species in two communities. It can be partitioned into a component that is caused by changes in species turnover and a component that is caused by changes in total species richness (29).

**Community-wide regulation.** A variable quantified for an entire community, such as species richness, total abundance, or biomass, is measured repeatedly at a site through time. If the variable is regulated, it will have a long-term constant mean and a bounded variance (10). If the variable is pushed above the mean, it will be more likely to decline than to increase, and if the variable is pushed below the mean, it will be more likely to increase than to decrease. Community-wide regulation does not imply a single equilibrium point but a distribution that is constrained so that the time series does not resemble a random walk. Community-wide regulation may occur when a universally shared resource, such as energy, is in limited supply (14). If environmental conditions are changing through time, community-wide regulation may be accompanied by changes in species composition and species traits (15).

**Compensatory fluctuations.** If species pairs in an assemblage are not independent, but covary negatively (because of negative species interactions or changing environmental conditions), the variance of the sum of their abundances will be less than the sum of the variances of their abundances. These measures form the basis for variance ratio tests for compensatory fluctuations, compared to a null hypothesis of species independence (23, 24). These tests are based on randomization of observed abundance or species richness data collected through time, so they assume that the source pool is constant and that population processes (colonization, extinction, and changes in abundance) do not change through time. Compensatory fluctuations represent one kind of community regulation, but statistical tests for compensatory fluctuations will not detect all cases of regulation in which the response variable is constrained and does not follow a random walk.

**Environmental tracking.** If an assemblage of species show a similar response to an abiotic variable, such as temperature, their abundances may exhibit correlated fluctuations by tracking the variable through time. In this case, total abundance may still be regulated, but the time series will not show evidence of compensatory fluctuations because of positive covariation between the abundances of many species (25).

**MacArthur-Wilson equilibrium model.** A model in which a mainland source pool of species can potentially colonize an island or discrete patches. Populations on the islands fluctuate independently and stochastically so that extinction and recolonization are common. The model links extinction rates to island area and immigration rates to island isolation or distance (19), but the concept of species-specific colonization and extinction rates can be generalized to other dynamic communities (50).

**Markov patch model.** A discrete-time transition model in which the replacement of one species by another (or one community by another) is specified as a probability that reflects species-specific interactions and probabilities of colonization, extinction, or persistence in a patch (21, 22).

**Niche.** The set of abiotic conditions (temperature, moisture, pH, etc.) and biotic conditions (presence of predators, parasites, competitors, prey, etc.) that jointly determine whether a species can colonize a site and achieve positive population growth ($\frac{dN}{dt} > 0$) (51).

**Portfolio effect.** In financial investments, a diversified portfolio will usually fluctuate less in value than an investment in a single vehicle. In analyses of community regulation, metrics such as the coefficient of variation in total abundance will have smaller values for assemblages composed of more species. This artifact can be avoided by using statistical tests that are not sensitive to the species richness or total abundance of an assemblage (52).

**Random walk.** A variable that increases or decreases with equal probability in each step of a time series. Random walks do not maintain a constant long-term average or bounded variance and serve as an appropriate null model for detecting community-wide regulation. If an assemblage that is unregulated and following a random walk is perturbed by a single shock (such as the removal of most species), it will subsequently fluctuate at a new, reduced level (Fig. 3D). In contrast, a regulated assemblage will begin to recover and show rapid or gradual increases in species richness and abundance following a single perturbation (Fig. 3C).

**Zero-sum assumption.** Classic neutral models of species assemblages explicitly assume that total abundance is constant so that when an individual dies, it is immediately replaced by another randomly selected individual (18). In a constant environment, this assumption reflects a constraint on total energy and will generate a constrained time series of species richness and total abundance. A strict “zero-sum” assumption is not necessary to achieve community regulation, and a bounded distribution of abundance and total species richness will result if species colonization and extinction probabilities are constant through time. These conditions arise in the MacArthur-Wilson equilibrium model (19), in which species colonize and become extinct at random (20). These conditions also arise in Markov patch models, in which the probability of colonization and extinction is determined by the identity of the species currently occupying a patch (21, 22). In the neutral model, the MacArthur-Wilson model, and Markov patch models, an empty landscape will be colonized and rise to a bounded distribution of species richness and total abundance. If abundance and species richness are pushed above this distribution, they will decline back toward it. In a closed system with a constant source pool, all three models will exhibit a pattern of community-wide regulation and may show evidence for compensatory fluctuations. In a changing environment, the distributions will still be bounded, but there may no longer be a simple pattern of compensatory fluctuations because colonization and extinction probabilities are changing through time.
DISCUSSION

Community-level regulation of species richness, total abundance, biomass, or energy flux (Box 1) can arise from a variety of mechanisms in two broad categories: (i) regulation caused by a shared universal resource, such as energy (6, 7, 13, 14), and (ii) regulation accompanied by shifting environmental conditions and open source pools (15), which may lead to species replacement and turnover (16, 17). Regulation by a shared universal resource is embodied in the zero-sum assumption of the neutral model (18), but regulation is also implied by the constant colonization and extinction probabilities in the MacArthur-Wilson equilibrium model (19, 20) and the assumption of constant species-specific replacement probabilities in Markov patch models (21, 22).

Previous “variance ratio” tests for regulation at the community level have focused on the idea that compensatory fluctuations in abundance or compensatory replacements of species (Box 1) should generate a smaller variance in $S$ or $N$ than would be expected without compensation (23, 24). For these communities, we applied the variance ratio test to total abundance and an analogous test for compensatory colonization and extinction to species richness (see Supplementary Text). As in previous meta-analyses (24, 25), there were very few communities in which there was evidence for local-scale compensatory regulation of $S$ or $N$ (tables S6 and S7 and Supplementary Text).

How then do we account for the paradox that assemblage-level time series of species richness and total abundance appear to be stationary (Fig. 1) despite little evidence for local-scale compensatory fluctuations? The time series in these analyses cover 10 years or longer, and the communities were monitored relatively recently, during periods of unprecedented environmental change (26–28). With changing environmental conditions, shifts in species composition and in the ecological niches represented by each species are expected to predominate. These shifts represent important species replacements but will not necessarily be reflected in statistical tests for compensatory dynamics, which assume a constant source pool.

To further analyze the pattern of species change in these communities, we partitioned species composition into components of species turnover and species richness (29). For most of these communities, the dominant fraction of change came from species turnover, which could lead to stationary distributions of species richness and total abundance (Fig. 2, blue fraction). However, most communities also contained some component of beta diversity attributed to a change in species richness (Fig. 2, green fraction), which may have obscured the signature of regulation in statistical tests for compensatory fluctuations.

We note that, even with a constant source pool, the trajectories of random walks versus regulated assemblages may be very hard to distinguish (Fig. 3A versus Fig. 3B). However, if these communities are perturbed by reducing abundance or species richness to a low level, the differences are clear (Fig. 3C versus Fig. 3D). Regulated communities begin to trend upward, with a slow or fast return toward a stationary distribution (Fig. 3C). In contrast, random walks remain on average at chronically low levels following a perturbation—and may even decline stochastically to 0—but do not consistently rebound (Fig. 3D). A myriad of empirical studies, including controlled removal experiments (30), unintended anthropogenic perturbations (31), and comparisons of terrestrial vegetation structure from chronosequences (32), show that communities frequently do trend upward initially in $S$ and $N$ following species loss.

![Fig. 2. Beta diversity partition of assemblage time series.](image-url) Each pie chart represents a different assemblage, plotted at its jittered location on the globe. Beta diversity was partitioned using the method of Baselga (29). Blue fraction, proportion of beta diversity attributable to changes in species composition; green fraction, proportion of beta diversity attributable to changes in species richness.
With long-term environmental change, a variety of scenarios for short- and long-term changes in species richness, composition, and abundance are possible (33). A scenario of environmental change triggering changes in species composition and niches, accompanied by relative constancy in species number or abundance, is consistent with more detailed studies of long-term fluctuations in desert rodent assemblages of the southeastern United States (6) and groundfish assemblages of the Northeast Atlantic (34).

There are some caveats and limitations to our analysis. The 59 studies used here represent the longest time series available from the compilation of Dornelas et al. (35). As in many other ecological meta-analyses, the surveys in this compilation are dominated by temperate-zone communities in North America and Europe, with relatively few examples of tropical communities in Asia, Africa, and Australia. Because the same community has been monitored with standardized census methods for 10 years or longer, the compilation does not include landscapes that have been radically transformed by human activity such as urbanization or crop planting (36). However, it would be a mistake to suggest that the communities were sampled from “habitats that are mostly intact and yet to be fully exploited by humans” (37). Some of these studies were conducted near nuclear power plants; in suburban landscapes of mixed forest, agriculture, and housing; and in coastal areas that are heavily affected by fisheries (38). Human domination of the biosphere implies indirect effects on biodiversity that extend well beyond areas of obvious anthropogenic transformation. For this reason, it is especially interesting to see a signature of community-level regulation in these high-quality long-term data sets.

Although we found evidence for widespread community-level regulation, note that almost half of the trajectories were unregulated and could not be distinguished from a random walk. What rules or factors determine whether a community is regulated or not? We stratified the data set by latitudinal zones, taxonomic groups, and habitat and then tested for differences in the strength of community regulation among subsets of communities. The only pattern that emerged was that the total abundance (but not species richness) of marine communities was more strongly regulated than that of terrestrial communities. However, even this difference accounted for only 16% of the variation in effect size (fig. S14). Moreover, the strength of regulation was not related to the length of the time series or the number of species in the community (see Supplementary Text).

The answer may lie at a lower level of analysis. If a community is subdivided into trait-based functional groups of species (39), strong interactions and species replacements within these groups might be driving temporal trajectories of species richness and total abundance. However, the functional status of most species in these surveys is currently unknown, although this knowledge gap could diminish with the continued development of public-domain databases of species ecological traits (40). Spatial and temporal heterogeneity is another source of variation that may affect community-level regulation (41). The temporal

---

**Fig. 3. Contrasting dynamics of regulated assemblages versus random walks.** In the absence of a perturbation, it is difficult to visually distinguish the dynamics of a regulated assemblage (A) versus an unconstrained random walk (B), although they are discriminated by the ADF test \( P = 0.020 \) (A) and \( P = 0.545 \) (B). However, if the assemblage is reduced in a single time step from its equilibrium level of 100 species to 10 species, the regulated assemblage recovers (C), whereas the unregulated assemblage does not (D). Trajectories were simulated with an AR1 autoregressive model, \( \Delta N = N_{t+1} - N_t = -(N_t - c)(1 - \phi) + \epsilon_t \), where \( c = 100 \) and \( \epsilon_t \sim N(0, \sigma) = 2 \). For the regulated trajectories, \( \phi = 0.900 \), and for the random walk trajectories, \( \phi = 0.999 \). To simplify the appearance of (D), simulated values that were less than 1 were redrawn as 1. The ADF test is a one-tailed statistical test for whether \( |\phi| < 1.0 \).
composition in Dornelas et al. (abundance and richness in this paper) and not regulated [species why communities are regulated is important to discern and predict phenomenon of widespread community regulation. A better understanding of selected species or populations. Long-term measurements of key the need to study human impacts on whole communities, not just on how the ecosystem functions that humans depend on will be altered. Finally, the existence of regulation at the community level highlights how the existence of regulation may be expected to appear at both shorter and longer time scales (42). In a similar way, the temporal trajectories may also change with the spatial grain and extent of sampling (33).

Resilient recovery and bounded trajectories of species richness and abundance should not be confused with a stasis of biodiversity. On the contrary, these patterns of weak constancy in S and N and recovery from perturbation are often accompanied by very strong changes in species composition that cannot be explained by classic equilibrium community models (18, 19). The evidence that substantial change can occur in communities while key properties such as total abundance and species richness show a stationary distribution with a constant mean is counterintuitive and likely an important signal of underlying processes and perhaps represents a previously unrecognized general pattern in community ecology (43, 44).

Current theory seems inadequate to explain the observed phenomenon of widespread community regulation. A better understanding of why communities are regulated is important to discern and predict whether communities can persist in the face of large anthropogenic impacts (33, 45) or whether they are about to collapse or disassemble. Better understanding of which aspects of communities are regulated (abundance and richness in this paper) and not regulated [species composition in Dornelas et al. (35)] is also important in predicting how the ecosystem functions that humans depend on will be altered. Finally, the existence of regulation at the community level highlights the need to study human impacts on whole communities, not just on selected species or populations. Long-term measurements of key shared resources and physiological tolerances of the species that appear and disappear through time should provide new insights into the details of community regulation and may guide strategies for managing assemblages in the face of strong environmental change.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Data selection**

We searched the scientific literature and online biodiversity databases for publicly available time series of species abundance estimates for consistently sampled ecological assemblages [sensu Fauth et al. (46)]. Our criteria for inclusion of a data set were that (i) it included 10 years (not necessarily consecutive) of sampling or longer, (ii) the sampling methods were described and relatively consistent through time, and (iii) the abundance estimates of all species in the sample were reported (that is, assemblage data rather than population data). The 59 data sets we used are a subset of the 100 data sets originally compiled by Dornelas et al. (35). A full list of the data sets used in this study, their characteristics, and sources is included in table S8 (separate file). Data sets were checked for duplicates, for species with zero abundance, and for nonorganismal records, which were deleted before any analysis.

For access to the data sets, contact the authors directly. Some of the data sets are proprietary, and we do not have permission to release all of them to third parties. However, we are currently assembling an expanded database of community time series that will be available in the form of a published data paper.

Most biodiversity metrics are affected by sampling effort, and sampling effort was often not constant throughout the time series. To prevent variation in sampling effort from obscuring temporal biodiversity patterns, we used sample-based rarefaction within each time series. Specifically, we used year as the temporal grain, and for each time series, we found the minimum number of samples in a year. We bootstrap-resampled the data from each other year to obtain a constant number of samples at each sampling time. Species abundances were then pooled within each year. Some time series included years with an unusually low number of samples. To assess whether this was causing an excessive loss of information, we individually assessed each time series and removed any years with less than half of the average number of samples before performing the sample-based rarefaction described above. This process did not affect the results of our analysis [fig. S7 of Dornelas et al. (35)], and hence, only the first type of rarefaction was used in these analyses.

**Marine temperature data**

The Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST) data set is a global monthly sea surface temperature data set derived from the International Comprehensive Ocean–Atmosphere Data Set. It is produced on a 2° × 2° grid with spatial completeness enhanced using statistical methods. This monthly analysis begins in January 1854 and continues to the present and includes anomalies computed with respect to a 1971–2000 monthly climatology. The newest version of ERSST, version 4 (47), is based on optimally tuned parameters using the latest data sets and improved analysis methods.

The monthly analysis extends from January 1854 to the present, but because of sparse data in the early years, there was damping of the analyzed signal before 1880. After 1880, the strength of the signal has become more consistent over time. ERSST is suitable for long-term global and basin-wide studies, and smoothed local and short-term variations were used in the data set.

Monthly NetCDF format data from 1854 to the present are available (48). These were imported and converted to feature layers using the ArcGIS Multidimensional Tools to link with central data points for analysis.

**Terrestrial (and freshwater) temperature data**

Climate simulations from the Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4) are generated on a Gaussian grid, where each grid point can be uniquely accessed by one-dimensional latitude and longitude arrays (that is, the coordinates are orthogonal). In the CCSM4 model output, the longitudes are equally spaced at 1.25°, whereas the latitudes vary in spacing slightly around 0.94°. Therefore, approximate spatial resolution of global climate projections is 105 km. Because of the irregular grid in the CCSM, this portal distributes data in a point shapefile format, where each point represents a centroid of a corresponding CCSM grid cell. A shapefile of irregular rectangular polygons of the original model output is also available. Data from 1850 to 2005 are available (49).

Because the data set contains both marine and terrestrial assemblage time series from both hemispheres, we used the average of the July and January temperatures for all data sets. These two months correspond to midsummer in the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere, respectively; thus, the temperature measurements are comparable for both hemispheres. Air temperature from the CCSM4 model was measured as bulk temperature of the air in kelvin and was converted to degrees Celsius for analysis.

To calculate the temperature time series associated with each data set, we used the geographic midpoint of the study and chose the closest temperature point associated with it (see additional data for table S1). The distance to this closest point varied among studies but was always less than 2° in latitude and longitude. For both terrestrial and marine data, the temperature time series created for each assemblage is based on the geographic midpoint of the study location and covers the same years where the assemblage was censused.
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